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Foreword from Chief Fire Officer 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I am pleased to be able to present this Carbon Management Programme, which comes at a 
time when there is an increasing recognition that good environmental performance makes 
good business sense. Outlined within this plan is our progress as it relates to energy and 
emissions along with an insight into our future objectives, plans and projects.  

 

Due to the ever increasing acceptance of both the concept and effects of Climate Change, it is 
also an ideal opportunity to raise the questions of sustainability and carbon management, and 
how these issues can be brought within the scope of an environmental management process 
whilst maintaining progress towards continual improvement. 

 

Our commitment to sustainability was endorsed by the Fire Authority in 2008 with the 
implementation of the Environmental Policy, Strategy and Action Plan and the signing of the 
Nottingham Declaration on Climate Change in February 2009.  This has since been reinforced 
with achieving certification of our Environmental Management System to British Standard BS 
8555 Phases 1, 2 and 3. 

 

We are now confident that we can expand the areas which this specifically applies to, so that 
we can quantify and manage our organisational carbon footprint. This carbon management 
strategy will help us reduce our emissions of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gases.  

 

Developing the Carbon Management Plan commits us not only to the very practical target of 
30% reduction in our CO2 emissions by December 2014 but provides a clear demonstration 
that we are prepared to lead by example and will free up funds currently spent on energy for 
other initiatives within the Service.  

 

The plan however is only the start of the journey.  Over the next few years, we will report our 
progress on a regular basis and demonstrate our commitment by turning the plan into reality.  

 

 
 

Paul Hancock Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service 

Chief Fire Officer    
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I am pleased to present this Carbon Management Plan for Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service.  
Preparation of the Plan has proved a valuable exercise in highlighting what the Service can do 
to reduce its CO2 emissions and has identified a wide variation of energy use between 
Service buildings.  Whilst variation is inevitable due to Station design, age and occupation the 
principle remains that this information can be used to reduce carbon emissions and improve 
our energy efficiency. 

 

The Plan details the targets and objectives that have been set to improve our environmental 
performance over the next few years.  The Plan also includes a number of initiatives and 
projects that will be progressed in order to achieve these targets. 

 

Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service is committed to managing its environmental impact and 
have already signed up to the Nottingham Declaration. 

 

Participating in this programme shows our commitment to reducing our carbon emissions 
whilst continually improving our environmental management system and our commitment to 
the wider sustainability agenda. 

 

 

 

 

Councillor Andrew Needham 

Environment Champion 

Cheshire Fire Authority 
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Foreword from the Carbon Trust 

Cutting carbon emissions as part of the fight against climate change should be a key priority for 
local authorities, police and fire services - it's all about getting your own house in order and leading 
by example.  The UK government has identified the local authority sector as key to delivering 
carbon reduction across the UK inline with its Kyoto commitments and the Local Authority Carbon 
Management programme is designed in response to this. It assists councils in saving money on 
energy and putting it to good use in other areas, whilst making a positive contribution to the 
environment by lowering their carbon emissions.   

Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service was selected in 2009, amidst strong competition, to take part in 
this ambitious programme. Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service partnered with the Carbon Trust on 
this programme in order to realise vast carbon and cost savings. This Carbon Management Plan 
commits the Service to a target of reducing CO2 by 30% by 2014 and underpins potential financial 
savings to the Service of around £200,000. 

There are those that can and those that do. Local authorities can contribute significantly to 
reducing CO2 emissions. The Carbon Trust is very proud to support Cheshire Fire & Rescue 
Service in their ongoing implementation of carbon management.  
 

 
Richard Rugg 

Head of Public Sector, Carbon Trust 
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Management Summary 

Overview 
 
The Local Authority Carbon Management Programme aims to produce a working document which will 
set out how each participating local authority will reduce its carbon emissions over the next five years 
and lay the foundations for significant reductions in the longer term. This document is the Carbon 
Management Plan for Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service.  

 

 
As a local authority Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service (CFRS) is subject to the UK Central Governments 
National Indicators (NI’s) for Carbon Management, namely NI185 - percentage CO2 reductions from 
Local Authority operations - and NI186 - per capita CO2 emissions in the Local Authority area. 
However, it must be recognised that as a Fire and Rescue Service we, as an authority, are in a unique 
position with respect to climate change. As weather conditions throughout Cheshire and the wider 
region become more severe and unpredictable, incidents caused by these changes are expected to 
increase, having a direct effect on the Service’s operational focus and required operational capabilities.  
 
As a result, the need for CFRS to be a leader in reducing its carbon emissions and the environmental 
impact from the services we deliver are clearly evident. To achieve this, five strategic themes have 
been created: 

 Show Corporate Leadership 
 Monitor Energy Use 
 Reduce Energy Consumption 
 Review Travel and Transport 
 Adopt a Sustainable Procurement Policy 

 
These themes run alongside our aspirational target which covers the period that the Programme runs 
for: 

 

Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service will reduce the CO2 emissions it creates from the 
services it delivers by 30% from their 2008 level by December 31st 2014.

The target has been published in the Services Integrated Risk Management Plan (IRMP) 7 which is 
available to all staff and the general public. 
 
Facts and Figures 
 
The first step in the Carbon Management Plan process was to quantify the total emissions produced by 
the Service through utility (gas, oil, electric and water) and fuel use during one year, namely the 
calendar year 2008. This is referred to as the ‘baseline year’ which all reduction targets are set against. 
Figures for the baseline year are displayed in the graphs below. It should be noted now and taken 
into account throughout that the confidence around these figures is varied due to gaps in 
recorded data.  As a result they will be reviewed when more accurate 2009 data is obtained. 

 
 
 
 

Breakdown of Financial Cost (£1000s)

Water: 
103

Buildings: 
264

Transport: 
359  

Transport: 
840

Water: 13

Buildings: 
1809

 

Breakdown CO2 Emissions (tonnes) 
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These graphs show that a reduction of all our utility and fuel usage would be cost effective; however a 
concentration of projects on our building stock would provide the largest carbon savings and an 
emphasis on fuel reduction would provide the largest financial savings. 
 
 
Projecting these baseline figures forward over the life of the Programme we can estimate the total 
monetary value ‘at stake’, i.e. the difference between implementing the plan and carrying on with 
‘business as usual’ (BAU). (BAU figures derived from a predicted utility and fuel demand growth of 0.7% 
(Carbon Trust estimate) and a price increase of 5.6% per year for utilities and fuel (based on a report by 
the Dept. for Business, Innovation and Skills)1.  These figures have been used to project the graph 
below. 
 

Comparison of emissions with BAU increases and reduction 
targets - financial
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£330k

Figure 0.3 Financial Value at Stake 
 
This graph shows that, using the predictions outlined in the paragraph above, the Service’s BAU fuel 
and utility spend will be around £330,000 more than if the target 30% reduction across all areas was 
met in 2014. Over the course of the next five years this increase would cumulatively amount to around 
£1.1 million. This can be summed up in a headline statement as follows: 
 
 
 

The total cost of not reducing the Services emissions by 30% over the next 5 
years is predicted to be as much as £1.1 million. 

 

 

 

 
                                                      
1 A recent BERR study shows the price of oil rising from $102/bbl in 2008 to $142/bbl in 2015 under a high scenario (#4).  This 
equates to an annualised rate of increase of 5.6%. http://www.berr.gov.uk/files/file51365.pdf 
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Projects towards reduction 
 

In order to meet the 30% reduction target and prevent the large increase in our energy bill over the next 
five years, a number of resource and carbon saving projects are planned as part of the Carbon 
Management Plan. These projects fall under the five strategic themes outlined earlier. with a short to 
medium term focus on those projects that fall in the first three: ‘Show Corporate Leadership’, ‘Monitor 
Energy Use’ and ‘Reduce Energy Consumption’ and a long term focus on projects that fall into the last 
two ‘Review Travel and Transport’ and ‘Adopt a Sustainable Procurement Policy’ 

 

These projects have been quantified to give an estimate of the financial and carbon savings that each 
deliver. This produces the following figures:  

 

- Potential cost avoidance from projects: £1,500,0002 

- Total five year carbon saving: 2350 tonnes 

- Estimated Capital Required: £600,000 

 

Although the proposed projects (outlined in section 4) do provide large financial and carbon savings 
there is still a gap between what they deliver and our 30% target. This is illustrated in the graph below. 

Carbon progress against target
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Figure 0.4 Carbon reduction progress against target 

 

The graph clearly highlights the need to plan and implement more projects for the 2012 period onwards 
and as such a continued focus on reducing our emissions is required to ensure the 30% target will be 
achieved. Suggested projects will be expected to deliver a five year payback when submitted for 
funding approval3.  

                                                      
2 This figure is based on an estimation of the total savings delivered by projects per annum, based on current energy prices, over 
their lifetime.  It does not take into account any predicted rise in energy prices or degradation in performance of equipment. 
3 Although a number of projects outlined in this plan have estimated payback periods of more than five years, when bids for these 
projects are submitted annually and more specific costing and quantification is undertaken, a maximum five year return on 
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Finally, it should be noted that there are also a number of important unquantifiable benefits of being part 
of the Local Authority Carbon Management Programme: 

 

 Supporting our Environmental Management System by ensuring that we strive and plan for 
continual improvement in our environmental performance. 

 Create a starting point for the Government target of a 80% reduction in CO2 by 2050.   

 Securing the Service’s position as a leader in environmental and sustainability issues. 

 A formal system to which staff, partners and the public can check progress. 

 Staff awareness and cultural change, over and above effects of energy efficiency campaigns.  

 Part of an ongoing project to improve our sustainable procurement procedures. 

 Changes made to processes following completion of projects. 

 

 
To realise a 30% reduction in carbon emissions will be extremely challenging and as a result the ability 
of the Service to achieve it will have to be continually reviewed.  Although some savings can be made 
relatively easily, a proportion will require adaptation or a complete change in current practice. Financial 
investment, political will, managerial desire and above all the successful embedding of environmental 
best practice to all Service employees will be required. However, both the Service’s responsibility to the 
local community and the strong financial business case behind carbon reduction mean the 
implementation of the Carbon Management Plan will be a beneficial step forward.

                                                                                                                                                                        
investment will be expected unless the project has considerable cross departmental benefits or goes a substantial way to 
achieving our target.  
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1 Introduction 
This Carbon Management Plan documents Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service’s commitment to the 
Carbon Management Programme and how it will achieve success in managing and reducing its carbon 
output.  Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service (CFRS or the Service) commits to making a reduction in its 
carbon emissions and this Plan details how the Service will achieve this. 

 

The Local Authority Carbon Management Programme Phase 7 (LACMP7) was launched on 19th May 
2009 and this Carbon Management Plan, will be signed off by the Performance and Overview 
Committee in early April 2010.  This plan aims to document where CFRS is at the moment, where we 
aim to be at the end of the programme and, most importantly, how we intend to get there.   

 

The programme is outlined in the five-step process below. 

 

The five-step process 

Step 1: Mobilise the organisation 

Building the team and determining the scope.   

 

This included setting up a Carbon Management Team, creating a draft Project Plan and arranging an 
internal launch of the programme. 

 

Step 2: Set baseline, forecast and targets 

Setting the baseline for the programme and its goals, ensuring that these are realistic and achievable in 

the 5 year time span. 

 

This meant quantifying existing carbon outputs including carbon generated from buildings, transport, 

waste and water.  As well as creating an emissions baseline, we also produced emissions forecasts to 
show where CFRS would be if it carried out ‘business as usual.’  With increases in the cost of utilities 
and fuel, and increasing demand for energy through usage such as ICT, the emissions forecast showed 

that carbon emissions and energy costs would not stay static.  This growth in costs and emissions 
helped to formulate a ‘Case for Action’ which was presented to key CFRS personnel. 

 

Step 3: Identify and quantify options 

Identifying the risks and opportunities presented by climate change.  These risks will be entered onto 
the Risk Register. 

 

An Opportunities Workshop introduced us to further potential projects and a list of viable projects was 
compiled in a Carbon Management Team meeting using the ‘Ease & Effect’ method.  These were then 
quantified and financing options and costs were evaluated. 

 

Step 4: Finalise strategy and implementation plan 

Designing a cost-effective strategy to cut emissions and save money. 

 

Step 5: Implement the plan 

Complete with budgets, targets, success metrics and monitor and review schedules.  
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This document details the sources of the Service’s emissions (from energy and fuel consumption) and 

establishes a baseline target derived from the year 2008 against which progress will be measured.  It 
sets out the Service’s approach towards carbon management and identifies key actions for the Service 
to take in order to meet its emission reduction target of 30% by the end of December 2014.  This 

programme will also assist in achieving our service objective of ‘Reducing our impact on the 
environment’.  In addition to the above, the Service has demonstrated a commitment to reducing carbon 
emissions by signing the Nottingham Declaration on Climate Change. 

 

By participating in the Carbon Management Programme this will enable the Service to work more easily 
in partnership with other Fire and Rescue Services and Local Authorities through the Local Area 
Agreements to reduce carbon emissions.  
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2 Carbon Management Strategy 

This section states the drivers that encourage CFRS to manage and reduce its carbon emissions and 
the targets and objectives to see us through to the completion of this programme. It also details the 
strategic themes which guide the projects that will allow us to meet these targets. 

 

2.1 Context and drivers for Carbon Management 
 

Increasing levels of greenhouse gases are a major driver in climate change and global warming.  
Carbon Dioxide (CO2) is a major greenhouse gas and its atmospheric concentrations are now much 
higher than at any time within the last 600,000 years.  This is due mostly to the burning of fossil fuels 
and, as global demand for power accelerates, so the rate of CO2 concentrations in the atmosphere 
increases.  As concentrations of greenhouse gases increase, the average temperature of the planet is 
also expected to rise, by possibly 2 to 3°C this century.  This means that we will experience a greater 
change in climate than there has been for at least 10,000 years.  Large scale and irreversible changes 
to the planet’s natural systems could occur which would affect ecosystems and all the life that the 
planet supports.  Severe weather events, such as extensive flooding, mega-storms and heat waves are 
also likely to increase in frequency. This would have a major impact on the role that fire authorities have 
in relation to rescue situations.  

 

The UK Government has placed an emphasis on local authorities setting a leading example on Climate 
Change. Action by local authorities will be critical to the achievement of the Government’s climate 
change objectives, such as the long term goal to reduce CO2 emissions by 80% by 2050 against 1990 
levels. 

This has created a number of legislative drivers for Local Authorities (LA’s): 

 Display Energy Certificates: As of 1 October 2008 there was a legal requirement for all public 
sector buildings with a total useful floor area of over 1,000m2, to show a Display Energy Certificate 
(DEC) in a prominent place, clearly visible to the public. They rate the buildings energy efficiency on 
an A to G scale and detail opportunities for increasing its performance. For the Service this 
legislation applies to Chester and Warrington stations and the HQ complex. 

 Carbon Reduction Commitment: The Carbon Reduction Commitment is a mandatory “cap & 
trade” emissions trading scheme for organisations whose total electricity consumption is greater 
than 6,000MWh or approximately £500k. Although the Service’s spend does not exceed this 
amount, an information disclosure is still required in April 2010 and the legislation needs to be 
monitored to ensure the Service is compliant if boundaries change. 

 Mitigate Energy Cost Increases: Finally, and by no means least, measures to increase energy 
efficiency will reduce energy costs, which is particularly important for the future given the predicted 
increases in energy prices. If estimates provided by the Dep. for Business, Innovation and Skills are 
accurate these increases will be around 5% per year, which will mean a £330,000 increase in the 
Service’s fuel and utility budget by 2014. 

 

Defra have also created two National Indicators specific to CO2 reduction: 

 NI185 – percentage CO2 reduction from LA operations: the public sector is in a key position to 
lead on efforts to reduce CO2 emissions by setting a behavioural and strategic example to the 
private sector and the communities they serve. Measurement against this indicator requires each 
local authority to calculate its CO2 emissions from analysis of the energy and fuel use in their 
relevant buildings and transport, including where these services have been outsourced.4 

 NI186 – per capita CO2 emissions in the LA area: Local authorities are uniquely placed to provide 
vision and leadership to local communities by raising awareness and to influence behavioural 
change. The percentage reduction in CO2 per capita in each LA will be reported annually.  This will 
be produced by Central Government based on CO2 emissions in the Local Area from business and 
Public Sector, domestic housing, and road transport. 

                                                      
4 more information on NI185 and NI186 can be found at: www.defra.gov.uk/environment/localgovindicators/indicators.htm  
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A further driver significant to CFRS is the impact that climate change may have on the demand of the 
Service’s resources and changes it may dictate in terms of required operational capabilities. 
Understandably research into this area is currently in its early stages, but it is safe to assume that 
severe and unpredictable weather will impact on any FRS’s operational requirements. This assumption 
is reinforced by CFRS’s commitment to the Nottingham Declaration which recognises the central role of 
local authorities in leading society’s response to the challenge of climate change.  By signing the 
Declaration CFRS has pledged to systematically address the cause of climate change and to prepare 
the community for its impacts. 

 

2.2 Our low carbon vision  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

‘Cheshire Fire & Rescue Service will reduce its carbon emissions and impact 
on the environment from the services it delivers. In addition, the Service will 
work with partners to reduce the wider community’s carbon emissions and 
assist in its response to climate change.’ 

 

2.3 Strategic themes 
 

The strategic themes discussed here have been identified as the key areas for carbon reduction 
initiatives The themes also encompass the Carbon Management Projects that will be discussed further 
in Section 4.  The five themes are: 

 Show Corporate Leadership: Issues such as signing the Nottingham Declaration, creating a 
specific ‘Environmental’ page on our external website and engaging the Carbon Management 
Team to deliver projects as part of the CMP all support our aim to show leadership in 
environmental issues.  It is also important that we share best practice with other organisations, 
such as through the North West Fire Service’s Sustainability Network. 

 Monitor Energy Use: CFRS has a Building Management System which is currently being 
reviewed and fine tuned. The production of Display Energy Certificates for our sites above 
1000m2 also supports this theme.  Monitoring energy use allows anomalies to be identified 
quickly, thereby reducing wastage, and can be used to provide energy usage figures that can 
support project proposals.  These procedures are identified in the Service’s Environmental 
Management System (EMS) Environmental Operations Procedures (EOP) 06 – Energy. 

 Reduce Energy Consumption: A survey of all CFRS sites is currently underway to identify 
areas where energy saving opportunities exist and investigate whether Salix funding can 
obtained to implement them. Such projects will include, lighting and boiler upgrades and the 
creation of an Energy Awareness Campaign. 

 Review Travel and Transport: Ancillary transport provisions are currently being reviewed by 
the North West Fire Service’s Sustainability Network and a report will be produced.  Once the 
recommendations of this report have been investigated, there should be scope to reduce 
emissions from travel and transport. 

 Sustainable Procurement: CFRS have included an Environment section in the ‘New Supplier 
Pack’ which is required in order to become a CFRS approved supplier. The Service also 
considers local suppliers as part of the overall evaluation of quotes. In the longer term, the 
Service hopes to increase regional collaboration and work towards a more sustainable supplier 
base. 
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2.4 Targets and objectives 
 

At the start of the Programme, CFRS set an ‘aspirational target’, which has now been ratified through 
the CO2-saving projects that have been agreed.  This target is: 

 

 

Cheshire Fire & Rescue Authority will reduce the CO2 emissions it creates from the services 
it delivers by 30% from their 2008 level by December 31st 2014. 
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3 Emissions Baseline and Projections 

This section details the baseline figures the Service’s carbon emissions and explains where the data 
was obtained. Carbon emission figures were derived from metrics provided by the Carbon Trust. 
Although the best effort was taken to ensure the data was as accurate as possible, due to gaps in its 
collection over 2008, some assumptions and estimates were made. However, now this issue has been 
raised the quality of all collected data will improve over the course of the Programme as an increasing 
focus is placed on recording it correctly and identifying anomalies at an early stage.  

 

Once the baseline figures have been set out, the projections for carbon emissions and financial cost 
throughout the period of the Carbon Management Programme will be introduced. This will then be 
compared to the cost of not adopting the proposed plan, both in financial and carbon terms, referred to 
as the ‘value at stake’ figures. 

3.1 Scope 
 

There are various ways in which to decide the scope for this Plan.  As mentioned in Section 2.1, the 
Department for Communities and Local Government (CLG) have created National Indicators.  National 
Indicator 185 targets CO2 reduction from Local Authority operations and sets out a ‘scope’ for the 
emissions which are to be reported.  CFRS’ Carbon Management Programme has chosen to adopt as 
much of this scope as is feasible. It is described as follows: 

 

“NI 185 is to include all CO2 emissions from the delivery of local authority functions. In terms of the 
meaning of the word in legislation, "function" covers both the duties and powers of an authority. It 
covers all an authority’s own operations and outsourced services. Even if the services are being 
provided by an external body (e.g. a private company) they remain the function of the authority”.  

 

The scope of CFRS’ reported emissions includes: 

 Gas, Electricity and Oil usage at all sites. This was derived from monthly meter readings 
taken on each station and at HQ. However, there were a number of gaps in the readings taken 
and as such various averages and assumptions were made.  

 Operational and Business Travel.  CFRS fuel figures include petrol or diesel directly 
purchased, as well as that bought at petrol stations. They have been calculated by log book 
entries sent to the Transport Department. This data also contained gaps in the recorded fuel 
usage and mileage, therefore averages and assumptions were applied. 

 Water usage.  This applies only to water used in day-to day activities, not training or 
operational usage (see below). This data was taken from billing information provided by the 
finance department as meter reading data was not suitable.  

 

 

The scope of CFRS’ reported emissions does not include: 

 Employee Commuting. Although CFRS recently carried out a survey to ascertain the 
commuting habits of all of its employees, the generalisations on this data would be too great to 
include it in the scope.  

 Training and Operational Water usage.  Water used for training and operational purposes is 
un-metered and provided free of charge, so is not included in the scope of this plan. 

 CFRS Housing.  Fire fighter housing at Day Crewed Stations has not been included, however, 
the Service upgrades the properties energy efficiency as part of any refurbishment programme.  
Information on home energy awareness is also available via ‘Tip of the Week’. 

 Waste.  CFRS waste disposal is managed by an external company which provides us with 
monthly collection figures. However a measurement of how much waste was actually removed 
is unknown. This situation is subject to change with the proposal of a new waste removal 
contract, a caveat of which will be that such information should be provided by the contracted 
company. 
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3.2 Baseline 
The baseline figures below are for the calendar year 2008. They have been ascertained using the 
Carbon Trust’s Baseline Tool which converts consumption amounts into carbon emissions and 
estimated cost based on average prices paid.  

  Total Buildings Transport Water 

Baseline CO2 emissions (tonnes)                 2,666                  1,808                     840                       18 

Baseline Cost (£)  £          632,000  £          273,000  £          359,000  £          103,000 

Table 3.1 Breakdown of emissions and estimated cost by category 

Breakdown of Carbon Emissions (tonnes)

Buildings, 1,808

Transport, 840

Water, 18

 
Figure 3.1 Breakdown of Carbon Emissions (tonnes) 

Detailed breakdown of Carbon Emissions by Category
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Figure 3.2 Detailed breakdown of carbon emissions by category 
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3.3  Projections and Value at Stake 
 

The following section details the financial and carbon projections going forward over the life of the plan, 
as well as highlighting the value at stake. This value is the estimated cost (both in carbon and financial 
terms) of not implementing the proposed reduction in carbon emissions of 30% by the end of 2014. 

 

Comparison of emissions with BAU increases and reduction 
targets - financial
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Figure 3.3 Financial Value at Stake 

 

The figure above shows the estimated 2008 financial spend on utilities (excluding water) and fuel based 
on average prices paid, as well as two estimated projections of future spend until December 2014. The 
red line shows a predicted ‘business as usual’ (BAU) spend, projecting our demand to increase by 0.7% 
per year (based on Carbon Trust figures) and the cost of utilities to increase by 5.6% per year (based 
on Dept. for Business, Innovation and Skills estimates). The blue line shows the target cost per year if a 
30% reduction across all of the areas illustrated in Figure 3.2 is achieved by December 2014. Obviously 
we would not expect our utility and fuel spend to increase/reduce in such a linear fashion, as certain 
events/changes in practice, particularly the opening of the new build in 2010 or a change in station 
working hours, will create spikes or reductions. However the graph does clearly illustrate the value of 
implementing the plan and achieving our proposed target: a cost avoidance of over £1,000,000 over the 
next five years. 

Total value at stake  £       44,000  £       92,000  £     144,000  £     200,000   £     262,000  £     329,000 

Cumulative value at stake  £       44,000  £     135,000  £     279,000  £     479,000   £     742,000  £  1,071,000 

 

Table 3.2 Annual and cumulative financial Value at Stake 
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Comparison of actual emissions with BAU increases and 
reduction targets predicted
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Figure 3.4 Carbon Value at Stake 

 

The figure above shows the actual 2008 carbon emissions of the Service and two estimated projections 
of future emissions until December 2014. The red line shows a predicted ‘business as usual’ (BAU) 
output, projecting the Service’s carbon emissions to increase by 0.7% per year based on Carbon Trust 
estimates. The blue line shows the target cost per year if a 30% reduction across all of the areas 
illustrated in Figure 3.2 is achieved by December 2014. As with the financial projections, we would not 
expect a carbon increase/reduction in a linear fashion but it does clearly show a carbon value at stake 
of 3300 tonnes. 

 

Total value at stake (Carbon 
tonnes)        172        336        491        639        780        913 

Cumulative value at stake        172       508     1,000     1,640      2,420     3,334  

 

Table 3.3 Annual and cumulative carbon Value at Stake 
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4 Carbon Management Projects 

 

This section contains a summary of the specific projects that should allow us to meet the carbon 
reduction targets that have been set. It includes projects that have already been undertaken from the 
start of the calendar year 2009 and those that have been proposed for future implementation until 
December 2014. The latter have been created through ideas sharing sessions in the Carbon 
Management Team meetings, a Service management conference and discussions between the Deputy 
Project Leader and the various Departmental Managers concerned. Further investigation and 
quantification of these opportunities/ideas has been undertaken to identify the most cost effective 
actions to meet the carbon reduction target.  

 

These projects have then been separated into current/completed projects, planned/funded projects 
(which covers most of those proposed for the next calendar year that have been costed and initially 
approved) and proposed projects that have been considered and had initial quantification work carried 
out but no funding approval. A number of projects earmarked for the future have estimated payback 
periods of more than five years.  However, when bids for these projects are submitted annually and 
more specific costing and quantification is undertaken, a maximum five year return on investment will 
be expected unless the project has considerable cross departmental benefits or goes a substantial way 
to achieving our target. 

 

Project Initiation Documents for all the listed projects are attached at Appendix B.  Estimates of financial 
and carbon emission savings are detailed based on information available to the Deputy Project Leader 
from suppliers/contractors and Carbon Trust.  

 

4.1 Current/Completed Projects 
 

Cost Annual Saving 

Ref Project Lead Capital Operational Financial CO2 Pay back 
% of 

Target Year 

3 Server Virtualisation 
S 

Binnie £0   £6,838 43.6 tCO2 0.0 6.36% 2010 

4 

Planned Boiler and 
heating replacements 
2009 

A 
Selley £0   £4,670 26.6 tCO2 0.0 3.88% 2010 

 

Table 4.1 

4.2 Planned/Funded Projects 
 

Cost Annual Saving 

Ref Project Lead Capital Operational Financial CO2 Pay back 
% of 

Target Year 

1 
Tyre Pressure Caps Test 
(10 Pool Cars) S Parker £179 £0 £423 0.9 tCO2 0.4 0.14% 2010 

2 

Tyre Pressure Caps 
Whole Appliance Fleet 
(63 vehicles) S Parker £1,909 £0 £4,110 9.4 tCO2 0.5 1.37% 2010 

5 

Energy Efficiency 
Awareness Raising 
Campaign Service wide 

J Mould 
and S 

Greenow £0 £0 £5,079 51.5 tCO2 0.0 7.52% 2010 
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6 
Optimise BMS and 
heating controls At HQ J Mould £0   £3,763 22.5 tCO2 0.0 3.29% 2010 

7 Warrington Eco Station J Mould £80,000   £5,836 16.6 tCO2 13.7 2.42% 2010 

8 
Frodsham Conversion to 
Gas 

J Mould 
and A 
Selley £16,000   £1,814 8.9 tCO2 8.8 1.30% 2010 

9 
Voltage Optimisation at 
HQ site J Mould £35,000   £6,606 38.4 tCO2 5.3 5.60% 2010 

27 Fleet replacement H. Day  n/a   £14,793 33.8 tCO2 no savings 4.93% 2010 

Table 4.2 

4.3  Proposed Projects 
 

Cost Annual Saving 

Ref Project Lead Capital Operational Financial CO2 Pay back 
% of 

Target Year 

10 
Appliance Bay Heating 
Controls J Mould Unknown       no savings   2010 

11 
Wilmslow Boiler 
Replacement 

J Mould 
and A 
Selley £0   Unknown Unknown no savings 0.00% 2011 

12 
Driver Training 
Appliances 

H. Day 
and E. 

Edwards   Unknown   41.7 tCO2 no savings 6.08% 2011 

13 
BMS Optimisation 
Service Wide J Mould Unknown   £4,941 36.0 tCO2 no savings 5.25% 2011 

14 PC Powerdown 

J Mould 
and S 
Binnie £15,000   £5,800 37.0 tCO2 2.6 5.40% 2011 

15 
AMR installation: service 
wide J Mould £40,000   £7,709 53.7 tCO2 5.5 7.84% 2011 

16 
AMR installation: service 
wide 2 J Mould £40,000   £5,668 21.4 tCO2 7.5 3.13% 2011 

17 
Runcorn conversion to 
gas 

J Mould 
and A 
Selley £30,000   £5,497 27.1 tCO2 5.5 3.95% 2011 

18 
Tyre Pressure Caps Test 
(104 Pool Cars) S Parker £1,859   £4,397 9.8 tCO2 0.4 1.43% 2012 

19 

Tyre Pressure Caps 
Whole Appliance Fleet (63 
vehicles) S Parker £1,909   £4,110 9.4 tCO2 0.5 1.37% 2012 

20 
Driver Training Essential 
Users 

H. Day 
and E. 

Edwards   Unknown   14.6 tCO2 no savings 2.12% 2012 

21 
Northwich conversion to 
gas 

J Mould 
and A 
Selley £20,000   £3,372 16.6 tCO2 5.9 2.42% 2012 

22 Boiler replacement 2012 

A Selley 
and J 
Mould Unknown   £2,765 20.5 tCO2 no savings 2.98% 2012 

23 T5 lighting Service Wide 

A Selley 
and J 
Mould £57,750   £8,698 55.5 tCO2 6.6 8.09% 2013 
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24 HQ Conversion to Gas 

B 
Wallace 

and J 
Mould £200,000   £20,586 99.2 tCO2 9.7 14.47% 2012 

25 
Winsford Conversion to 
Gas 

A Selley 
and J 
Mould £15,000   £1,952 9.6 tCO2 7.7 1.40% 2013 

26 
Widnes Conversion to 
Gas 

A Selley 
and J 
Mould £30,000   £5,627 27.7 tCO2 5.3 4.04% 2013 

Table 4.3 

4.4  Projected achievement towards target 
 

Carbon progress against target
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Figure 4.1 Planned carbon reduction projects against target 

 

As indicated by the graph above our current and planned projects are predicted to achieve the majority 
of our target. However a gap still exists, especially towards the end of the plan, which highlights the 
ongoing need to identify and quantify projects to be implemented on a longer term basis. This can be 
accomplished in a number of ways. Firstly, further ideas sharing meetings are planned to be held by the 
Carbon Management Team to focus specifically on creating projects to be implemented in a number of 
years time. Secondly, a number of Service operational changes that have been carried out or planned 
to be carried out over the five year period have yet to be identified. Initiatives recognised through these 
two methods should help bridge the predicted gap of around 325 tonnes of CO2. However it should be 
noted that a 30% reduction in carbon emissions does represent a difficult challenge and as a result our 
ability to achieve it will have to be considered at regular intervals.  
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5 Carbon Management Plan Financing  

 

This section details the financial and other resources that will be required to complete the projects 
listed, as well as giving some indication of the funding that is currently available for environmental and 
building stock improvements.  Section 5.1 lists some assumptions that have been made, which make it 
easier to quantify savings and costs. 

The Service is looking to take advantage of external funding that is available to enable it to take forward 
the carbon reduction agenda. Sources being looked at include various Central Government streams 
and Salix Finance (Salix is an independent publicly funded company).  

The Service also demonstrated its own commitment in February 2010, by approving various 
environmental growth bids for 2010-11. The Fire Authority has approved for the revenue budgets for 
2010-11 onwards £15,000 for environmental initiatives (invest to save projects), £1,600 for the on-going 
replacement of tyre pressure caps project as well as an additional £1,500 in 2010-11 only for the initial 
set up costs. Allocation of additional funds of £10,000 towards the use of an external service/ 
consultants for identifying available external funding and helping with bid writing. 

For 2010-11 only an additional £100,000 budget for property maintenance which is earmarked for use 
on for environmental and equality and diversity issues at stations and day crewed property.  

Capital funding is approved on an annual basis as of present and funding capital has been committed to 
the capital projects proposed to be carried out in the calendar year 2010, but if there is any time 
slippage the funding would be carried forward. The Fire Authority has approved capital budgets of 
£16,000 for station energy improvements at a fire station and £80,000 to develop one of the fire stations 
as an eco station. 

Projects proposed for subsequent years have not yet been allocated funding as they have not yet had 
an adequate business case made on their behalf. Although it is believed that funding will become 
available when these cases are put forward in the future, it is recognised that CFRS needs to put a 
more definitive financing structure in place for the proposed carbon reduction initiatives.  

  

5.1 Assumptions 
 

 Any identified alterations or project slippage will be noted in the Carbon Management Project 
Register, which will remain a live document for the duration of the Programme. 

 Baseline data is accurate enough to base realistic savings against 

 Energy prices will rise by the estimated 5.6% per year. Obviously this is only a predicted increase 
and is unlikely to be completely accurate. Especially because CFRS currently procures its energy 
through a consortium of local authorities. This may well change in the future and the next 
procurement of the energy contract will ultimately dictate our prices for whatever its fixed term may 
be, not the current market. 

 The Services demand for energy will grow by 0.7% per year.  

 Operational activity and the resources required for it will remain fairly constant. 

 Any applications for building alterations will be approved under the current regulations. 

 The budget requirements and resources for the planned/funded projects is available including 
sources of alternative funding. 
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5.2  Benefits / savings – quantified and un-quantified 
  2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Annual cost 
saving 

£0 £48,668 £90,028 £118,296 £127,731 £116,009

Annual CO2 
saving 
(tonnes) 

0 242 434 563 627 592

% of target 
achieved 

0% 30% 54% 70% 78% 74%

 

Table 5.1 Quantified Benefits (with 3.5% financial discount rate applied) 

The figures above are taken from the individual projects – see assumptions above for more information 
on how these have been calculated.   

 

Unquantified benefits: 

 Supporting our Environmental Management System by ensuring that we strive and plan for 
continual improvement in our environmental performance. 

 Create a starting point for the Government target of a 80% reduction in CO2 by 2050.   

 Securing the Service’s position as a leader in environmental and sustainability issues. 

 A formal system to which staff, partners and the public can check progress. 

 Staff awareness and cultural change, over and above effects of energy efficiency campaigns.  

 Part of an ongoing project to improve our sustainable procurement procedures. 

 Changes made to processes following completion of projects. 

 

5.3  Additional Resources 
 

Aside from financial and management backing, none have been identified at this stage as all specialist 
costs have been included in project quantification. 
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5.4  Financial costs and sources of funding 

Financial progress
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Figure 5.1 Annual capital cost, cumulative net cost and annual net savings  

  2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

Total annual 
capital cost 

£0 £124,239 £112,743 £195,001 £86,513 £0

Total annual 
operational 
cost 

£0 £1,569 £1,554 £1,539 £1,524 £0

Total costs £0 £127,181 £115,657 £197,887 £89,371 £2,830

 

Table 5.2 Breakdown of annual capital and operational cost (with 3.5% financial discount rate 
applied) 

 

Figure 5.1 and table 5.2 outline the current capital and revenue cost projections over the course of the 
plan. However it should be noted a small number of projects, especially towards the end of the plan, are 
yet to be costed and so do not feature. Note table 5.2 
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6 Actions to Embed Carbon Management in Your Organisation 

 

There are seven separate areas with which CFRS can embed the consideration of carbon emissions 
throughout the Authority.  These are detailed in Appendix A: Carbon Management Embedding Matrix,  
and are all discussed below.  The matrix should allow us to set scores for where we are at the moment 
and set a targets for the future.  It also allows us to check progress against set targets – the aim being 
to move up the matrix in each of the areas.  The Embedding Action Plan is set out in Section 6.9 

 

6.1 Corporate Strategy – embedding CO2 saving across Cheshire Fire and 
Rescue Service 
 

CFRS publishes an annual Environmental Report.  This is made available to the general public and the 
2008/09 report includes information regarding the CMP.  We have highest level support for Carbon and 
Environmental Management policies; the Environmental Policy is signed by the Service’s Chief Fire 
Officer and the Chair of the Fire Authority.  This relates to the first of our CMP strategic themes: Show 
Corporate Leadership.  The 30% target has been published in the Services Integrated Risk 
Management Plan (IRMP) 7 which is available to all employees and the general public. 

 

CFRS currently rates itself at Level 2 for Corporate Strategy.  To move up the matrix to Level 4 or 5 we 
need to formalise a CO2 reduction commitment in the Corporate Strategy and set top level targets for 
CO2 reduction.  Targets would have to be calculated on a department by department basis, as it is not 
possible to calculate accurate figures for each departmental carbon outputs; examples could include 
Learning & Development targeted on the percentage of environmental training completed and Facilities 
targeted on boiler replacements.   

 

 

6.2 Programme Management – bringing it all together effectively 
 

This factor of embedding Carbon Management is covered in section 7 of this Plan.  CFRS is rated at 
Level 3 for this area.  To move up the matrix we need to ensure that progress is routinely reported to 
the Service Management Team (SMT) and to make sure that blockages to progress are regularly 
removed.  To do this we will use the Environment Programme Board (EPB).  This Board meets four 
times a year and the Project Leader/Deputy Project Leader will produce a report to present progress on 
each project.  An annual report will be produced for the Policy Board and the Performance & Overview 
Committee.  Presenting the report using a traffic light system will link the CMP to our current Service 
Plan and also highlight areas for the EPB and SMT to focus on in order to remove any blockages to the 
system.  The agenda, reports and minutes of EPB meetings will be published externally and, through 
this, progress on the CMP projects will also be available externally.   

 

It has been decided not to break down figures to directorate/departmental levels as most departments 
are based at our HQ site and it is not possible to break down the different offices by their carbon 
emissions.   

 

 

6.3 Responsibility – being clear that saving CO2 is everyone’s job 
 

There are various initiatives that CFRS have implemented to ensure that everyone takes responsibility 
for reducing Carbon emissions:  

 There are Environmental Champions set up across the sites, although there is not yet a 
Champion at every site.  These people are encouraged to provide challenges and solutions 
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to energy management at their site, and are also kept informed of the projects that CFRS 
are undertaking.   

 An Energy Efficiency & Carbon Reduction Officer has been recruited to support the 
Environment & CSR Officer with managing the CMP, as well as other programmes such as 
the Environmental Management System.   

 The EPB, who manages the CMP, includes the Assistant Chief Fire Officer and the elected 
Member with the portfolio for the Environment. 

 The CMP Projects that have been selected to enable CFRS to meet its carbon emissions 
targets have been discussed and created with the full involvement of the Heads of 
Departments.  

 

CFRS is currently rated Level 3.  To move to Level 4 or 5, we will need to expand the Environmental 
Champions network and integrate Carbon Management into the responsibilities of Department Heads.  
We are currently looking at ways to extend the Champions network and to create a more formalised 
training for them to ensure that the message filters down to all staff.  This could be done by bringing the 
Station Managers and Station Admin Managers on board.  By working with Corporate Communications, 
we can tap into their expertise in getting the message out to staff.  Environment has been included on 
the new Democratic Services report checklist; in this way, departments will have direct responsibility for 
considering how their policies and procedures affect carbon management and other environmental 
issues, such as natural resource use and adaptation to Climate Change.   

 

 

6.4 Data Management – measuring the difference, measuring the benefit 
 

CFRS has been collating data from energy, transport and water since 2007.  Training is being arranged 
so that there are staff in different roles who will be able to access this data and use it to monitor energy 
use.  This relates to our second strategic theme: Monitor Energy Use. 

 

CFRS is currently rated Level 3.  To raise our performance to the top level, Level 5, we will need to 
collate quarterly CO2 emissions and have these figures externally verified.  Quarterly Management 
Appraisals already report on the performance of individual stations and it would be good practice to add 
energy use or carbon management figures to these reports.  The reports that will be produced for the 
EPB (see Section 6.2) will be available publicly.  The North West Fire Authorities, working together as a 
Sustainability Community of Practice, are aiming to create a group of staff qualified to internally audit 
each others environmental management system which would go some way to being able to externally 
audit our data.  The Carbon Trust will also audit this CMP each year during the lifetime of the Plan. 

 

 

6.5 Communication and Training – ensuring everyone is aware 
 

There are various ways, both through official training and informal correspondence, to ensure that 
everyone is engaged with the carbon management: 

 CFRS now publishes an annual Environmental Report.   

 Environmental awareness training is included in all uniformed and non-uniformed staff induction 
training.  This covers areas such as the policies and procedures in place, as well as ways in 
which individuals can save carbon.  

 A new Environmental Awareness e-learning package and assessment has been launched for 
all staff to complete.  

 A Station Environment Champion has the responsibility for producing a ‘Tip of the Week’ which 
is circulated to all employees in the weekly newsletter.  The tips offer starting points, such as, 
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energy efficiency in the home and workplace, saving water, reducing food waste and using up 
leftovers, etc. 

 

CFRS is currently rated Level 3.  To increase to Level 5 we need to investigate how we can incorporate 
sustainability training into existing staff programmes.  This could be done through Watch Manager 
training for operational staff and through awareness campaigns and communication strategies for non-
uniformed staff.   Environmental Champions will be a key tool to help to create a communications 
strategy that can disseminate throughout all of our sites.   

6.6 Finance and Investment – the money to match the commitment 
 

This factor of embedding Carbon Management is covered in section 5 of this Plan.  We currently rate 
CFRS Level 3 for finance and investment.  To move up to Level 4 we need to obtain external funding 
more regularly and commit finance for at least 1 year and create a co-ordinated approach for bidding for 
funding.  This will be supported if sustainability and carbon management considerations can be added 
to reports produced for the Policy Board and Performance & Overview Committee.  Working closely 
with the Facilities Department, especially during capital replacement schemes, will also improve the 
regularity of external funding bids.    

 

6.7 Policy Alignment – saving CO2 across your operations 
 

As stated earlier, CFRS has an Environmental Policy and Strategy already.  There are also policies set 
up that are not specifically environmental, but do have an impact on carbon management;  these 
include Procurement, ICT and Human Resource policies.   

 

CFRS rates itself Level 2 for this area.  To move up to Level 4 CFRS will need to review lower level, as 
well as high level policies and complete a comprehensive review of these policies.  The EPB will be 
regularly informed of progress towards targets and projects and will be able to use the traffic lighting 
scheme to ensure barriers to CO2 reduction are routinely removed.   

 

6.8 Engagement of your Suppliers – working with suppliers to reduce your 
carbon footprint 
CFRS has included an Environment section as part of the ‘New Supplier Pack’ which needs to be 
completed in order to be considered as an approved supplier.  As part of the overall quote evaluation 
process whether the supplier is local is also considered. 

 

CFRS have agreed with Office Depot (CFRS main stationery suppliers) that all contracted paper items 
are from the ‘Green Book’ only, i.e. recycled paper and are working with Office Depot to reduce the 
number of deliveries to all sites undertaken each week. 
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6.9 Embedding Action Plan 
Embedding Area Action Lead 

Responsibility 
Start Date Due Date 

Formalise CO2 
reduction 
commitment in the 
Corporate 
Strategy – IRMP7 

Tim Bevington, 
Head of Corporate 
Communications 

January 2010 March 2010, 
annually thereafter 
for each IRMP 

6.1 Corporate 
Strategy 

Introduce Top 
Level targets for 
CO2 reduction 

Service 
Management 
Team (SMT), 
Departmental 
Plans 

January 2010 Annually 
thereafter from 
November 2010 

Progress routinely 
reported to SMT 
and blockages 
regularly removed 

ECSRO 
(Environment & 
Corporate Social 
Responsibility 
Officer), EECRO 
(Energy Efficiency 
and Carbon 
Reduction 
Officer), SMT 

August 2009 Ongoing 

Project updates 
using traffic light 
system to every 
EPB 

EECRO and 
ECSRO 

March 2010 Quarterly 
thereafter 

6.2 Programme 
Management 

EPB Agenda, 
Minutes and 
Actions published 
externally on 
CFRS website 

ECSRO, 
Corporate 
Communications 

Quarterly (March, 
June, September, 
December) 

Ongoing 

Environment 
Champion on 
every Station and 
in every 
Department 

Heads of 
Departments, 
Station Managers 

January 2010 Ongoing 6.3 Responsibility 

Expand 
Environment 
Champion 
network to include 
representatives 
from each Watch 
and additional 
Champions from 
Departments 

Heads of 
Departments, 
Station Managers 

Jan 2010 Ongoing 
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Embedding Area Action Lead 
Responsibility 

Start Date Due Date 

Develop 
formalised 
Environment 
Champion training 

ESCRO, EECRO February 2010 May 2010 

Energy monitoring 
training for staff 

EECRO February 2010 May 2010 

Collate quarterly 
CO2 emission 
figures (League 
Tables) 

EECRO April 2010 Ongoing 

Externally verify 
figures 

 July 2010  Ongoing 

Add energy 
consumption to 
Quarterly 
Management 
Appraisals in 
Station 
performance 

Corporate 
Intelligence Team 

July 2010 Ongoing 

6.4 Data 
Management 

Internal audits of 
data 

Corporate 
Intelligence Team 

April 2010 Ongoing 

Incorporate 
sustainability into 
existing staff 
programmes 

Learning & 
Development, 
Resilience Unit, 
EECRO, ECSRO 

April 2010 Ongoing 6.5 
Communication & 
Training 

Involve 
Environment 
Champions in 
disseminating 
information 

Environment 
Champions, Sian 
Corrigan - 
Corporate 
Communications 

April 2010 Ongoing 
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Embedding Area Action Lead 
Responsibility 

Start Date Due Date 

Obtain external 
funding more 
regularly  

EECRO April 2010 Ongoing 

Commit finance 
for at least 1 year 

Finance, Facilities January 2010 Annually 
thereafter 

6.6 Finance & 
Investment 

Include 
sustainability and 
carbon 
management 
considerations for 
all reports and 
budget bids 

SMT April 2010 Ongoing 

6.7 Policy 
Alignment 

Review lower level 
and high level 
policies for 
environmental 
considerations/ 
environment 
impact 
assessments 

All Staff 
SMT 

April 2010 Ongoing 

6.8 Engagement 
of Suppliers 

Aim to work with 
local suppliers 
where possible 

Procurement 
Department 

January 2010 Ongoing 
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7 Programme Management of the CM Programme 

This section details the key staff who will manage the CM Programme.  CFRS has had buy-in at the 
highest level to support the aims and objectives of the CMP.  This can be seen with the make up of the 
Programme Board and the Carbon Management Team.   

 

7.1 The Programme Board – strategic ownership and oversight 
 

The Environment Programme Board is comprised of:  

 Chair: Richard Ost, Assistant Chief Fire Officer and Project Sponsor 

 Councillor Andrew Needham, elected Member with the Portfolio for Environment 

 Selina Greenow, Environment & CSR Officer and Project Leader  

 Jonathan Mould, Energy Efficiency & Carbon Reduction Officer and Deputy Project Leader 

 Sue Mantle - Accountant  

 Steve Parker – Workshops Manager 

 Hayden Day  - Transport Manager 

 Erin Fulton – Equality & Diversity Officer 

 Nick Evans – Group Manager Youth Engagement, Community Safety 

 Simon Gibbins– Station Managers, Community Fire Protection 

 Neil Wilson – Health & Safety Manager 

 Judith Jennings – Learning & Development Manager 

 Leon Parkes – Group Manager ER Policy 

 Gus O’Rourke – Group Manager (T) Resilience 

 Tim Broughton – Procurement Manager 

The Project Lead will meet at least monthly with the Project Sponsor to discuss progress and the 
Environment Programme Board will meet every three months.  Board meetings will discuss individual 
projects and the progress of the CMP in general. It is also an opportunity to consider any risks or 
blockages to projects, which can then be resolved through high level intervention.  

 

7.1.1 Terms of Reference for Board 

The Programme Board will: 

 Champion and provide leadership on Carbon Management 

 Set and review strategic direction and targets 

 Own the scope of the Carbon Management Programme and prioritise carbon reduction 
projects 

 Monitor progress towards objectives and targets 

 Remove obstacles to successful completion of Carbon Management projects, and 

 Ensure there is a framework to co-ordinate projects in the Carbon Management 
Programme 

 

7.1.2 Role of the Project/Deputy Project Leaders 

 The Project/Deputy Project Leaders are responsible for: 

 Delivering projects for which they are project owners 

 Managing programme level risks and issues 

 Advising/helping to escalate issues 

 Collecting and reporting progress to the Programme Board 

 Monitoring programme benefits (£ and tCO2), and 
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 Reporting to the Carbon Trust 

 

7.1.3 Role of the Project Owners 

 The Project Owners will be responsible for: 

 Successful delivery of their projects 

 Managing associated risk and issues 

 Escalating major issues to the PL/ DPL/ Board 

 Reporting of project progress at CMT/ Board meetings 

 Overall delivery 

 

7.2  The Carbon Management Team – delivering the projects 
 

The Carbon Management Team consists of: 

 

Role  
Name and position in the 
Service 

Contact details 

Project Leader 

Vice Chair 

Selina Greenow 

Environment and CSR Officer 

01606 868669 

selina.greenow@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Deputy Project Leader Jonathan Mould 

Energy Efficiency & Carbon 
Reduction Officer 

01606 868825 

jonathan.mould@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Chair Brian Wallace (Chair) 

Facilities Manager 

01606 868479 

brian.wallace@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Sue Mantle 

Senior Accountant 

01606 868720 

sue.mantle@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Tim Broughton 

Procurement Manager 

01606 868827 

tim.broughton@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Sian Corrigan  

Communications & 
Consultation Manager 

01606 868305 

sian.corrigan@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Steve Parker 

Workshops Manager 

01606 868840 

steve.parker@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Steve Binnie 

ICT Network Administrator 

01606 868854 

steve.binnie@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Phil Mobbs 

Assistant Head of HR 

01606 868680 

phil.mobbs@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Hayden Day 

Fleet Manager 

01606 868841 

hayden.day@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Sarah Parker 

Performance & Information 
Officer 

01606 868762 

sarah.parker@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Carbon Management Team 
++ 

Members 

Janet Henshaw 

Legal Representative 

01606 8456 

janet.henshaw@cheshirefire.gov.uk 
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James Bell 

Fire Fighter  

01925 411310 

james.bell@cheshirefire.go,uk 

John McDermott 

Station Manager 

Macclesfield: 01625 423222 or 

Congleton:  01260 272223 

john.mcdermott@cheshirefire,gov.uk 

Debbie Quaile 

ER Support Assistant 

01606 868410 

debbie.quaile@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Mandy Eeles 

Business Liaison Officer 

01606 868768 

mandy.eeles@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

GM Alex Waller 

UPM Cheshire East 

07776297866 

alex.waller@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

GM John Salt 

UPM Cheshire West & 
Chester 

07776297855 

john.salt@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

GM Richard Gorst 

UPM Halton 

07776297801 

richard.gorst@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

GM Terry McDermott 

UPM Warrington 

07717780612 

terry.mcdermott@cheshirefire.gov.uk

Lorraine Page 

USM Cheshire East 

07825115231 

lorraine.page@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Emma Coxon 

USM Cheshire West & 
Chester 

07825115233 

emma.coxon@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

Lorna Lucas 

USM Halton 

0151 495 3510 

07825754816 

lorna.lucas@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

 

Ann McElroy 

USM Warrington 

01925 634593 

ann.mcelroy@cheshirefire.gov.uk 

 

 

The Team will meet every two months to review progress on activities and projects, identifying any 
blockages that need to be raised with the Programme Board or Project Sponsor. 

 

7.3 Succession planning for key roles 
 
Listed in section 7.2 are the staff that currently hold the positions that are required to deliver this Carbon 
Management Strategy and Plan.  Should any staff move roles or leave the service the person who 
replaces them will automatically fulfil the role within this team and will be responsible for the necessary 
actions included in the Plan.    

 

There will be a hand-over period for any new CMT members, whereby the previous post-holder will brief 
the new team member on their role and responsibilities.  The Project Leader and Deputy Project Leader 
will ensure they understand what is required of them. 
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The Deputy Project Leader will produce a formal structure for collection of annual data to feed into the 
baseline tool, etc, as well as a reporting structure made available on the Intranet.  Key Supporting 
documents will be made available on the shared G drive and formally handed over to the Project 
Leader/ Deputy Project Leader. 

 

The role of Project Sponsor will be held by a member of the Principle Officer’s.  Following any Principle 
Officer restructure, there will be a formal hand-over to the appropriate Officer who is responsible for 
Environment, Energy Efficiency and the CMP. 

 

 

7.4 Ongoing stakeholder management 
 

Detailed below are the stakeholders for the Carbon Management Plan.  It is recognised that effective 
communication with our key stakeholders is fundamental to gaining approval and endorsement for the 
Carbon Management Plan, but also to ensure that carbon management become part of the Service’s 
culture and day-to-day business. 

 

Individual or 
Group 

In
fl

u
en

ce
 

Im
p

ac
t 

Their interest or issues  Means of Communication 

Darren Griffiths 

Finance Director 

H L cost / budgets 

Under pressure to reduce budget 
deficit 

Mark Cashin to arrange an initial 
briefing before the end of June 

Mark Cashin to arrange a 
presentation of the Case for Action 
to the Finance Board by the end of 
August 

Cheshire Fire 
Authority  

H L CAA 

Nottingham Declaration 

Reports to CFA 

Performance & Overview 

Key Performance Indicators 

Senior 
Management 
Team 

H M Conflicting departmental priorities 

 

SMT Updates 

Local Strategic 
Partnerships 

M H Collaborative working 

 

Updates/discussion at meetings 

Other Fire & 
Rescue Service’s 
involved in the 
programme 

M H Peer reviews 

Collaborative working 

Group discussions 

FINDS Message 

North-west Fire 
Service 
Sustainability 
Network 

L M NI185 – percentage CO2 reduction 
from LA operations 

NI 188 – Adapting to Climate 
Change 

Environment Management 
Systems 

Staff members attend these 
meetings. 

LAA’s L L NI185 – percentage CO2 reduction 
from LA operations 

NI186 – per capita CO2 emissions 
in the LA area 

Staff members attend these 
meetings. 
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NI 188 – Adapting to Climate 
Change 

Cheshire & 
Warrington 
Sustainability 
Alliance 

L M NI186 – per capita CO2 emissions 
in the LA area 

NI 188 – Adapting to Climate 
Change 

Staff members attend these 
meetings. 

Cheshire & 
Warrington Low 
Carbon 
Programme 

M M NI186 – per capita CO2 emissions 
in the LA area 

Low carbon partnership projects 

Staff members attend these 
meetings. 

Employees H L Can reduce their own impact on 
the environment by changing 
behaviour and taking actions that 
will reduce carbon emissions 

Team Brief / Service Orders / 
Routine Bulletin 

Representative 
Bodies 

M L Can influence behaviour in order to 
reduce the impact on the 
environment 

Regular Meetings with Management

Influence: the level of influence on the successful outcome of the Programme - High (H), Medium (M) or Low (L) 

Impact: the level of impact that the Project will have on the person or group - High (H), Medium (M) or Low (L) 

 
 

7.5 Annual progress review 
 

There will be annual reviews of the targets set and achievement towards these targets.  There is 
currently an annual environmental management report which is reviewed in the fourth quarter of each 
calendar year at the Policy Board and the Performance & Overview Committee.  If carbon management 
can be incorporated into these meetings then they may have to be moved to the first quarter of the 
calendar year to fit in with the Carbon Trust’s reporting pattern.  The Policy Board meetings are 
attended by the Chief Fire Officer, the Deputy Chief Fire Officer, the Assisstant Chief Fire Officer, the 
Solicitor, the Director of People & Organisational Development, the Head of Finance & Governance, 
and the Corporate Support Manager.  The Performance & Overview Committee is attended by seven 
Fire Authroity elected Members and one independent member.  If possible, the progress towards 
targets will be monitored more frequently, so that any delays or setbacks can be sorted as soon as 
possible.  These reviews will cover the cost and benefits from the Programme.  This will look at: 

 Financial savings 

 CO2 savings against target 

 Other benefits, such as staff awareness and community engagement 

 Reviewing shortfalls, either financial or carbon savings, and decide action to overcome these 
shortfalls. 

 

Any shortfalls in carbon savings will be addressed by regular idea sharing sessions by the CMT and 
EPB.  Financial shortfalls will be reviewed by the SMT. 
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Appendix A: Carbon Management Matrix - Embedding 

 

 CORPORATE 
STRATEGY 

PROGRAMME 
MANAGEMENT RESPONSIBILITY DATA MANAGEMENT 

COMMUNICATION & 
TRAINING 

FINANCE & 
INVESTMENT POLICY ALIGNMENT * 

ENGAGEMENT OF 
SCHOOLS 

5 

 Top level target 
allocated across 
organisation 

 CO2 reduction targets 
in Directorate 
Business Plans 

 Action plans in place 
to embed strategy. 
Progress routinely 
reviewed 

 Cabinet / SMT review 
progress against 
targets on quarterly 
basis 

 Regular  diagnostic 
reports provided to 
Directorates 

 Progress against 
target published 
externally 

 CM integrated in 
responsibilities of 
senior managers  

 CM part of all 
contracts / T’s&C’s 

 Central CO2 reduction 
advice available 

 Green Champions 
leading local action 
groups 

 Regular collation of 
CO2 emissions for all 
sources 

 Data externally 
verif ied 

 Monitoring & 
Targeting in place for: 

o buildings 
o street lighting 
o transport/travel 

 All staff given 
formalised CO2:  

o induction and 
training 

o communications 

 Joint CM 
communications with 
key partners 

 Staff awareness 
tested through 
surveys 

  Finance committed 
for 2+yrs of 
Programme 

  External funding 
being routinely 
obtained  

  Ring-fenced fund for 
carbon reduction 
init iatives 

 CO2 friendly 
operating procedure 
in place 

 Central team provide 
advice and review, 
when requested 

 Barriers to CO2 

reduction routinely 
considered and 
removed 

 A ‘whole school 
approach’ including 
curriculum 

 Mature programme of 
engagement in place 

 CO2 saving in 
schools having a 
wider community 
impact 

4 

 CO2 reduction 
commitment in 
Corporate Strategy 

 Top level targets set 
for CO2 reduction 

 Climate Change 
Strategy reviewed 
annually 

 Sponsor reviews 
progress and 
removes blockages 
through  regular 
Programme Boards 

 Progress against 
targets routinely 
reported to Senior 
Mgt Team 

 CM integrated in to 
responsibilities of 
department  heads 

 Cabinet / SMT 
regularly updated 

 Staff engaged though 
Green Champion 
network 

 Annual collat ion of 
CO2 emissions for:  

o buildings 
o street lighting 
o transport/travel 

 

 Data internally 
reviewed 

 All staff given CO2 

reduction:  

o induction 

o communications 

o CM matters 
communicated to 
external community 

  Coordinated f inancing 
for CO2 reduction 
projects via 
Programme Board 

  Funding principles 
and processes 
agreed 

  Finances committed 
1yr ahead 

  Some external 
financing 

 Comprehensive 
review of policies 
complete 

 Lower level policies 
reviewed locally 

 Unpopular changes 
being considered 

 A clear emphasis on 
energy / CO2 
reduction in schools 

 Council activities fully 
coordinated 

 Broad set of 
education 
stakeholders 
engaged 

 Funding in place 

3 

 CO2 reduction vision 
clearly stated and 
published 

 Climate Change 
Strategy endorsed by 
Cabinet and 
publicised with staff 

 Core team regularly 
review CM progress: 

o actions 
o profile & targets 
o new opportunities 

 An individual provides  
full time focus for CO2 

reduction 

  Key individuals  have 
accountability for 
carbon reduction 

 Senior Sponsor 
actively engaged   

 Collation of CO2 

emissions for limited 
scope i.e. buildings 
only 

 Environmental / 
energy group(s) given 
ad hoc:  

o training 

o communications 

  A view of the cost of 
CO2 reduction is 
developing, but  
finance remains ad-
hoc  

  Some centralised 
resource allocated 

  Finance 
representation on CM 
Team 

 All high level and 
some mid level 
policies reviewed, 
irregularly 

 Substantial changes 
made, showing CO2 

savings 

 A person has 
responsibility for 
Schools CO2 
reduction 

 Schools CO2 
reduction projects 
coordinated 

 Ad-hoc funding 

2 
 Draft Climate Change 

Policy 

 Climate Change 
references in other 
strategies 

 Ad hoc reviews of CM 
actions progress 

 CO2 reduction a part-
time responsibility of 
a few department 
champions 

 No CO2 emissions 
data compiled  

 Energy data compiled 
on a regular basis 

 Regular awareness 
campaigns 

 Staff given CM 
information on ad-hoc 
basis 

  Ad hoc financing for 
CO2 reduction 
projects 

 Partial review of key, 
high level policies 

 Some financial quick 
wins made 

 Ad-hoc schools 
projects to specifically 
reduce energy / CO2 

1  No policy  

 No Climate Change 
reference 

 No CM monitoring 
 No recognised CO2 

reduction 
responsibility 

 No CO2 emissions 
data compiled  

 Estimated billing 

 No communication or 
training  

  No specif ic funding 
for CO2 reduction 
projects 

 No alignment of 
policies for CO2 

reduction  

 No CO2 / energy 
reduction policy for 
schools 

BEST 

 * Major oper
Worst 

ational policies and procedures, e.g. Capital Projects, Through Life Costing, Procurement, HR, Business Travel 
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Appendix B: Project Data Sheets 

Project:  

Reference: 

Tyre Pressure Caps Phase 1 

LA7-CFR-01-02 

Owner (person) Steve Parker 

Department Workshops 

Description To fit tyre caps on around 60 Appliances and 10 Service Pool Cars 
which monitor the tyres’ pressure and alert the user if it drops too low. 
Savings are predicted through a better mpg rating and longer tyre life.  

Benefits  Financial savings: £4100 

 Payback period: 6 months to 1 year 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 10 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 1.5% of target 

Funding  Project cost: £2500 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Approved, Budget Management Board 
January 2010. 

Resources  Caps must be fitted and replaced by workshops and/or operational 
staff 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Standardisation: Fitting, maintenance and responding to cap 
alerts must become standard practice by workshops and 
operational staff. 

 Risks: Caps will not produce savings and/or savings will not be 
accurately recorded and confirmed. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Fuel consumption and mileage ratio must be monitored 
and compared with previous figures. 

Timing  Start date: 04/2010 

 Savings delivered: 04/2010 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Server Virtualisation 

LA7-CFR-03 

Owner (person) Steve Binnie 

Department ICT 

Description To virtualise existing servers at HQ site, which will then use less energy to 
power and cool. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £6672 

 Payback period: N/a 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 44 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 6.4% of target 

Funding  Project cost: N/a 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Approved. Work partially completed. 

Resources  None, less maintenance should be required. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Work should be completed as part of current ICT schedule. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Electricity consumption at HQ site will be monitored. 

Timing  Start date: 2009 

 Savings delivered: 2010 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Planned Boiler Replacement/Conversion to Gas 

LA7-CFR-04 

Owner (person) Andy Selley 

Department Facilities 

Description Boiler replacement and/or conversion from oil to gas carried out as part of 
station refurbishments in Holmes Chapel, Audlem, Poynton and Warrington 
CFP. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 4770 

 Payback period: n/a 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 27 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 3.9% of target 

Funding  Project cost: N/a. Part of planned refurbishment works. 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Approved, work at Holmes Chapel, Audlem and 
Warrington CFP completed. Poynton to start March 2010. 

Resources  No additional resources outside planned works. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Usage: Usage must be monitored and the heating controlled to ensure 
it is not used more than previously.  

 Risks: Measures will not produce savings due to increase station use. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Gas/Oil usage will be monitored after new heating system 
installed and compared to previous consumption. 

Timing  Start date: 01/09/2009 

 Savings delivered: 01/06/2010 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Energy Efficiency Campaign 

LA7-CFR–005 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould and Selina Greenow 

Department Corporate Communication and Facilities 

Description A campaign to increase awareness of energy efficiency 
importance/measures which will involve:  

 Data Collection and Display: Creating a structure whereby 
accurate energy and fuel consumption data can be easily displayed 
and used to encourage carbon emission reductions. 

 Environmental Champion Network: Recruiting volunteer 
‘Environmental Champions’ to promote best practice and monitor 
energy consumption within stations. 

 Intranet: Develop an intranet page which promotes projects the 
Service is carrying out, tracks our progress towards our carbon 
reduction target and provides a forum for the environmental 
champions. 

 Energy Efficiency Fund: Setting up a £15000 rolling fund to 
finance projects identified by Service personnel that have an ‘invest 
to save aspect’ and are a straightforward way to increase energy 
efficiency. 

 

Benefits  Financial savings: £7,900 for behavioural change + savings made 
by projects. 

 Payback period: < 3 year 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 52 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 7.5% of target 

Funding  Project cost: £15,000 per year for energy efficiency fund.  

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Approved at Cheshire Fire Authority Budget 
Review February 2010. 

Resources  Corporate Communications: Time to set up intranet page and 
publish data at set intervals on the intranet 

 Facilities: Ensure relevant information is displayed around HQ and 
stations.  

Ensuring 
Success 

 We need to ensure that best practice in energy efficiency and 
waste reduction becomes business as usual.  

 Risks: Staff members will not respond to material and behaviour 
will not change. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Energy efficiency and environmental issues will be raised regularly 
by champions who will begin to take partial ownership of their 
station/departments carbon footprint and how to lower it.  

 Measured by both staff surveys and monthly energy consumption 
reports. 

Timing  April/May 2010: Launched when funding has been secured. 
Ongoing campaign until funding removed. 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Optimise BMS Controls at HQ 

LA7-CFR-06 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould 

Department Facilities 

Description Optimise current heating controls to ensure best most efficient use of heating 
throughout the day. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 3765 

 Payback period: n/a 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 23 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 3.3% of target 

Funding  Project cost: Unknown. Most optimisation should be done using 
current system with little or no extra cost incurred. 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Approved. Part of Project Owners role. 

Resources  No additional resources. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Constant review of heating times is needed. 

 Risks: New heating strategies may result in unforeseen problems with 
a building that has such variable start and finish times. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Oil consumption at HQ before and after heating changes 
made. 

Timing  Start date: 03/2010 

 Savings delivered: 03/2010 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Warrington Eco Station 

LA7-CFR-07 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould 

Department Facilities 

Description Use Warrington station as a test bed and visible showcase of renewable 
technologies, water recycling equipment and upgraded building 
management systems. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 5836 

 Payback period: 13-14 yrs 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 17 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 2.4% of target 

Funding  Project cost: £80,000 has been set aside for the project although the 
actual spend will be dependant on a site feasibility survey and success 
in acquiring funding for renewable energy for the proposed boxing club. 
Savings include possible income generated form Solar PV feed in tariff. 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Approved. Part of Project Owners role. 

Resources  No additional resources. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Close monitoring of the benefits of each technology installed must take 
place to better determine their future suitability for the Service. 

 Risks: That equipment installed will fail or not by correctly specified. To 
mitigate against this work will only be carried out after a detailed site 
survey by government approved renewable energy contractors. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: All energy consumption before and after installation of new 
technology. 

Timing  Start date: 03/2010 

 Savings delivered: 03/2010 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Frodsham Gas Conversion 

LA7-CFR-08 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould 

Department Facilities 

Description Convert Frodsham’s current heating system from Oil to Gas 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 1923 

 Payback period: 7-8 years 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 9 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 1.1% of target 

Funding  Project cost: £16,000. Based on previous conversions to Gas in 
Poynton and Holmes Chapel. 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Approved. Cheshire Fire Authority Budget Review 
February 2010 for Runcorn Gas Conversion but changed to Frodsham 
because: funding does not cover Runcorn work, Frodsham due for 
refurbishment in 2010.  

Resources  Addition to refurbishment planned at Frodsham to be carried out by 
contractors. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 New heating system should be fitted with customisable controls to 
ensure optimum efficiency. 

 Risks: Works will cost more than budget allocated and not produce 
estimated savings. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Cost and volume of oil used over previous year compared to 
gas after installation. 

Timing  Start date: 06/2010 

 Savings delivered: 08/2010 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Voltage Optimisation 

LA7-CFR-09 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould 

Department Facilities 

Description Fit voltage optimisation equipment on HQ site to reduce electrical 
consumption. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 5800 

 Payback period: 5-6 years 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 38 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 5.6% of target 

Funding  Project cost: £35,000 based on quote from voltage optimisation 
company Powerperfector  

 Funding Source: Salix interest-free loan 

 Review / Approved: Approved. Compliance with Salix confirmed. 

Resources  No additional resources. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 No additional work needed - fully automated system. 

 Risks: Will not provide the electricity savings expected. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Electricity consumption will be monitored using online half 
hourly monitoring tool. 

Timing  Start date: 06/2010 

 Savings delivered: 06/2010 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Appliance Bay Heating Controls 

LA7-CFR-10 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould 

Department Facilities 

Description Optimise/install heating controls in appliance bays to ensure they are not 
unnecessarily heated.  

Benefits  Financial savings: £ Unknown 

 Payback period: Unknown 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: Unknown 

 Target Progress: Unknown 

Funding  Project cost: Unknown. Most should be done at little extra cost with 
simple control installations. 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Approved. Part of Project Owners role. 

Resources  No additional resources. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Continued review of how heating is used needed.  

 Risks: New heating strategies may result in unforeseen problems with 
building operation. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Gas/Oil consumption should be monitored before and after 
changes made. 

Timing  Start date: 04/2010 

 Savings delivered: 04/2010 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Wilmslow Boiler Replacement 

LA7-CFR-11 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould 

Department Facilities 

Description Install new boiler at Wilmslow station as part of planned refurbishment. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £Unknown 

 Payback period: n/a 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: Unknown  

 Target Progress: Unknown 

Funding  Project cost: N/a. Part of planned refurbishment works. 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Approved. 

Resources  No additional resources outside planned works. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Usage: Usage must be monitored and the heating controlled to ensure 
it is not used more than previously.  

 Risks: Measures will not produce savings due to increase station use. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Gas/Oil usage will be monitored after new heating system 
installed and compared to previous consumption. 

Timing  Start date: Q2 2010 

 Savings delivered: Q3 2010 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Driver Training - Appliances 

LA7-CFR-12 

Owner (person) H. Day and E. Edwards 

Department Transport 

Description Enrol operational staff on ‘smarter driving’ courses to increase non blue light 
fuel efficiency. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 13,800 

 Payback period: Unknown 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 42 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 6.1% of target 

Funding  Project cost: Unknown. Dependant on course prices and the level of 
external subsidisation. 

 Funding Source: Internal and external (possible subsidisation through 
NWEIP) 

 Review / Approved: Review. January-April 2011. 

Resources  Applicable operational staff will have to take the time to do the course 
(usually around 1 hour). 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Maintaining awareness by internal education and driver training.  

 Risks: Operational staff may not embrace the new driving style. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Monitor fuel consumption for appliances before and after 
course is taken. 

Timing  Start date: 04/2011 

 Savings delivered: 04/2011 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

BMS Optimisation – Service Wide 

LA7-CFR-13 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould 

Department Facilities 

Description Optimise current heating controls to ensure best most efficient use of heating 
throughout the day. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 4579 

 Payback period: Unknown 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 36 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 4.4% of target 

Funding  Project cost: Unknown. Most optimisation should be done using 
current system with little or no extra cost incurred. 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Approved. Part of Project Owners role. 

Resources  No additional resources, unless BMS system hardware needs replacing 
to become operational. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Constant review of heating times in needed. 

 Risks: New heating strategies may result in unforeseen problems with 
a building that has such variable start and finish times. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Oil/Gas consumption at HQ before and after heating changes 
made. 

Timing  Start date: Ongoing 

 Savings delivered: 04/2010 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

PC Powerdown 

LA7-CFR-14 

Owner (person) S Binnie 

Department Facilities 

Description Install power management software on ICT network so computers are only 
on for optimum amount of time. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 5658 

 Payback period: 2.5 years 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 37 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 4.5% of target 

Funding  Project cost: £15,000 (est.) 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Review. Cheshire Fire Authority Budget Review 
February 2011.  

Resources  ICT department need to create a power management policy and will be 
responsible for enforcing and monitoring its outcome.  

Ensuring 
Success 

 Enforcement of policy throughout the Service. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Electricity consumption and sites should be compared before 
and after installation. Also software will come with monitoring tool with 
regards to how many computers are left on etc. 

Timing  Start date: 2011 

 Savings delivered: 2011 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

AMR Service Wide 

LA7-CFR-15-16 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould 

Department Facilities 

Description Installation of AMRs at all CFRS sites with corresponding monitoring 
software to accurately record energy consumption and investigate any 
anomalies in consumption levels. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 12, 941 

 Payback period: 6 years 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 76 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 9.2% of target 

Funding  Project cost: £15-17,000 p.a. for five years. After which the Service will 
own the meters and only have to pay for the data collection from them. 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Review. Cheshire Fire Authority Budget Review 
February 2011. 

Resources  Project owner will have to continually monitor results from AMRs and 
instigate any changes needed that have been identified by them. 

 Facilities department and KDE to arrange metering changeover 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Constant review of AMR data is needed. 

 Power needs to be shutdown at each site during installation and this will 
be arranged by Facilities and KDE personnel 

 Risks: Unforeseen problems with the installation of certain meters may 
result in increased cost. Savings may not be as high as estimated (5% 
reduction in all utilities). 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Success can be monitored through the amount of 
unnecessary utility consumption identified and  

Timing  Start date: 04/2011 (if approved) 

 Savings delivered: Ongoing from installation date 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Tyre Pressure Caps Phase 2 

LA7-CFR-18-19 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould 

Department Facilities 

Description To fit tyre caps on around 60 Appliances and 104 Service Pool Cars which 
monitor the tyres’ pressure and alert the user if it drops too low. Savings are 
predicted through a better mpg rating and longer tyre life. Note: these will 
replace caps fitted in 2010 which has a 2 year shelf life. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 8492 

 Payback period: 1 year 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 19 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 2.4% of target 

Funding  Project cost: £4000 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Review. Cheshire Fire Authority Budget Review 
February 2012 

Resources  Caps must be fitted and replaced by workshops and/or operational staff 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Standardisation: Fitting, maintenance and responding to cap alerts 
must become standard practice by workshops and operational staff. 

 Risks: Due to the trial of the Tyre Pressure caps scheduled in 2010, no 
risks are expected. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Fuel consumption and mileage ratio must be monitored and 
compared with previous figures. 

Timing  Start date: 04/2012 

 Savings delivered: 04/2012 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Driver Training – Essential Users 

LA7-CFR-20 

Owner (person) H. Day and E. Edwards 

Department Transport 

Description Enrol Essential Users on ‘smarter driving’ courses to increase non blue 
light fuel efficiency. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 6533 

 Payback period: Unknown 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 15 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 2.1% of target 

Funding  Project cost: Unknown. Dependant on course prices and the level 
of external subsidisation. 

 Funding Source: Internal and external (possible subsidisation 
through NWEIP) 

 Review / Approved: Review. January-April 2012. 

Resources  Applicable essential users will have to take the time to do the 
course (usually around 1 hour). 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Awareness: Staff taking the course should be aware of what part 
this project plays in the Service’s carbon management plan to 
ensure it is taken up fully by the participants. 

 Risks: Operational staff may not embrace the new driving style. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Monitor fuel consumption for vehicles before and after 
course is taken. 

Timing  Start date: 04/2011 

 Savings delivered: 04/2011 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Boiler Replacement/Conversion to Gas Scheme 

LA7-CFR-21-22, 25-26 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould and Andy Selley 

Department Facilities 

Description Rolling boiler replacement and/or conversion from oil to gas carried out on all 
boilers that are over 20 years old.  

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 14,155 

 Payback period: 5-10 years 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 74.1 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 9.1% of target 

Funding  Project cost: Unknown, projects will be quoted nearer planned works 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Review. Cheshire Fire Authority Budget Review 
February 2012 and 2013 

Resources  Facilities Department will have to project manage each boiler 
replacement. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 Usage: Usage must be monitored and the heating controlled to ensure 
it is not used more than previously.  

 Risks: Measures will not produce savings due to increase station use. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Gas/Oil usage will be monitored after new heating system 
installed and compared to previous consumption. 

Timing  Start date: 01/04/2011 

 Savings delivered: Ongoing 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

T5 lighting upgrade  

LA7-CFR-23 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould and Andy Selley 

Department Facilities 

Description Convert entire Service operational property to T5 lighting solutions. 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 22, 427 

 Payback period: Estimated 8-10 years 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 55 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 6.8% of target 

Funding  Project cost: Unknown. 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Review. Cheshire Fire Authority Budget 
Review February 2011, 2012, 2013. 

Resources  Facilities Department to co-ordinate replacements with contractors 
and if possible combine with planned work. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 All lamps at each location should be changed in one trip to 
minimise cost and make it easier to measure. 

 Risks: Works will cost more than budget allocated and not produce 
estimated savings. Disruption will be caused to operation of station 
when installing new light fixtures. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Electrical consumption before and after installation. 

Timing  Start date: 04/2010 

 Savings delivered: Ongoing 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

HQ Conversion to Gas 

LA7-CFR-24 

Owner (person) Jonathan Mould and Brian Wallace 

Department Facilities 

Description Convert Headquarters’ current heating system from Oil to Gas 

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 21949 

 Payback period: Estimated 8-10 years 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 99 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 12.2% of target 

Funding  Project cost: £200,000. Based on quote delivered by S. I. Sealy  

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Review. Cheshire Fire Authority Budget 
Review February 2013. 

Resources  Facilities Department to arrange and manage heating switch over. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 New heating system should be installed with upgraded controls and 
an overall review of the heating strategy to ensure it is used to 
optimum efficiency. 

 Risks: Works will cost more than budget allocated and not produce 
estimated savings. Disruption will be caused to operation of HQ 
when installing gas supply. 

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Cost and volume of oil used over previous year compared 
to gas after installation. 

Timing  Start date: 06/2013 

 Savings delivered: 09/2013 

Notes  
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Project:  

Reference: 

Standard Fleet Replacement 

LA7-CFR-27 

Owner (person) H. Day  

Department Transport 

Description Planned fleet replacement over the next five years which will result in 
lower emissions due to newer, more efficient engines.  

Benefits  Financial savings: £ 14,793 

 Payback period: n/a 

 CO2 Emissions reduction: 34 tonnes of  CO2 

 Target Progress: 4.9% of target 

Funding  Project cost: N/a. Part of planned fleet change out. 

 Funding Source: Internal 

 Review / Approved: Review. Cheshire Fire Authority Budget 
Review each February. 

Resources  No extra resources required. 

Ensuring 
Success 

 New vehicles purchased will have to have better fuel economy and 
lower emissions than previous models.  

Measuring 
Success 

 Monitor: Monitor fuel consumption for vehicles that have been 
changed. 

Timing  Start date: 04/2010 

 Savings delivered: Ongoing 

Notes  Fleet rationalisation is ongoing 

 Ceiling of 200g CO2 /km which will be decreased by 10g per annum 
over a five year period 

 Fire Safety Support Fleet change out in 2014-16 will bring scope for 
the introduction of hybrids and/or alternative fuel vehicles. 

 Fuel efficiency of new appliances and operational vehicles are 
dependant on current Euro standard. 

 Pool cars purchased on lowest emission diesel with a five seat 
spec. 
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